Autonomy Zonal Forum
Mission and Purpose:
The Autonomy Zone brings all elements of Narcotics Anonymous (NA) from its participating
regions together to further the common welfare of NA by providing events which:
• Create an opportunity for Regions to come together to exchange experience, strength, and
hope and collectively express itself on matters affecting Narcotics Anonymous as a whole
• Train, mentor and/or inform participants about the fellowship of Narcotics Anonymous
The AZF is ultimately responsible to the groups it serves inspired by the joy of selfless service,
and the knowledge that our efforts make a difference.

Meeting Minutes

May 18, 2020
7 PM – 9 PM
Zoom Call Link
https://zoom.us/j/2292658822

Attendees:
Facilitator
Secretary
Central Atlantic RD
Central Atlantic RD Alt
Central Atlantic RDA 2
Chesapeake and Potomac RD
Chesapeake and Potomac RD Alt
Eastern PA RD
Eastern PA RD Alt
Free State RD
Free State RD Alt
Greater Philadelphia RD
Greater Philadelphia RD Alt

Craig R
Kim A
Dee P
Randy D
Sherry V
Darla S
Greg J
Merle S
Vacant
Trish C
Christian B
Billy W
Clarence L

P
P
P
P
P

A
P
P
P
P
P
P

Ø Introductions (see above, plus Rob U, Observer Participant
Ø Overview of agenda
.
Agenda Items
•

Discussion and Planning: July 2020 Zoom Zonal Meeting - perhaps a virtual
meeting in July. (this discussion continued later with the following decision: Next

Meeting: July 26th 10am-2pm with a 30-minute lunch break. This will be a one day zoom
meeting (instead of our usual 2-day F2F). C&P will host in January so this meeting will be
treated like a regular teleconference meeting with Craig Facilitating instead of a 2-day with C&P
hosting. Consensus reached.)

•

WSC 2020 Discussion –
Greg – first WSC – enjoyed the experience, but remarked on the confusion that
ensued regarding what were the actual decisions…. He looks forward to learning
more and building on the experience going forward. Overall a positive experience.
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Billy: found it a challenge – had higher hopes for it being able to set a precedent
going forward, but the challenges seemed to be so daunting that it might be
impossible. Found it especially difficult to read the body and to know how the room
felt overall in the virtual setting.
Clarence: Agreed with Billy – felt there were some things that passed due to the
virtual limitations, time and differences in ways we communicate. People didn’t get
recognized the way they would have in a F2F. Time Zones are a real problem.
Randy: felt the time limitations were a real issue. Felt proper CBDM wasn’t always
practiced. Felt some decisions were made before proper time was given. Still really
enjoyed the experience.
Christian: Thanked Trish for putting together the video so quickly. Remarked that
there were times they had had some questions and were in the cue, but were never
given an opportunity to ask their questions. Felt there is much room for
improvement going forward.
Sherry felt there were so many unknowns in the budget discussions that made it
difficult. The fact that people weren’t paying attention and the technical issues
everyone seemed to have were very frustrating. 10-15 minutes per vote was too
long. The importance of passing the budget seemed to elude some participants.
Overall though she felt they accomplished what they needed to accomplish. Felt
this experience could prove useful going forward.
Merle: Remarked the conference is not yet over and asked if anyone had been
asked to give NAWS feedback yet. Felt 8 hours might be too long to ask people to
stay focused on a video conference.
Craig: Encouraged anyone/everyone to go ahead and give NAWS their feedback.
And thanked everyone for their service.

•

We then watched our Video from WSC – Craig will upload it to Dropbox to be
used in our events… not for use on the web or to be shared publicly.

•

Budget Development Task Team update/ Trish, Sherry, Billy
Billy went over the AZF Workgroup Summary Recommendations (see attached)
Greg asked about the phases: phase one; the $250/yr. was for the current 2 trusted
servants when we had 6 regions… now we have 5 and the costs currently are $350/yr.
Greg says their yearly budget has already been set for the year, so he can’t see C&P
getting to $1500.00 per year yet. Questioned: Is the zone a 501 3-c. Said his region
would need to find out from their CPA if they can make a donation to an entity that isn’t
set up as a non-profit. – Billy responded the suggestion here is flexible and it may take
longer to reach their targets.
Clarence asked about the travel costs: reimbursements are based on actual costs –
has questions about mileage vs. receipts
Sherry encouraged the delegates to bring documents back to their regions & get input.
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Craig questioned how we could vote on the package in July without a chance to meet
and discuss prior to voting in July – Billy felt input could be sent to them and they will
bring the suggestions with them and adjust what the body was voting on in July. Craig
pointed out there isn’t time to get input from regions if that’s the way it’s done.
Craig asked the body to think about electing a treasurer and creating a budget (hard to
vote on this in July without adequate question/answer... also if regions even want a
treasurer if we don't elect until July with facilitator and sec (some discussion about synching
the election cycles which I didn’t quite get)
Dee: had a concern about how they could get region’s input during this time. How can
the votes be gathered when groups and possibly even areas aren’t even meeting?
Sherry said the proposal is not meant to get votes from the groups necessarily. They
understand details of decisions may need to be made on the behalf of the groups. If
groups agree on the baseline, then the details can be voted on by this body. Mentioned
there is no documentation currently about the accountability of funds distribution to date
and this will resolve that lack of accountability.
Randy asked for more clarity on what was being asked of the delegates again.
Action Item: The three documents need to be reviewed by the delegates and
interested members and any input sent to the workgroup to be brought back for
the July meeting.
•

New Proposals
1. Greater Philly (Clarence) Proposed: Extend the work of the budget task team until
September
Discussion: Clarence pointed out that we don’t need to vote on the Budget Task
Team’s Proposal in July. Proposed changing the July voting deadline to September
instead. Proposed giving Sherry and Trish a vote of confidence to open the bank
account.
Billy liked the idea of pushing the vote off to September but felt having Sherry and Trish
just open an account without the rest of the commitment would be a disservice.
Recommends following the entire duties and responsibilities protocol as outlined in the
document.
Merle: one of the pieces of the proposal covers this piece of the discussion…. And felt
if we implement the interim treasurer there would be something to show the regions.
8:32 pm. Craig asked for further questions and Randy asked when Trish rolls off:
Trish’s Delegate term ends in August.
Straw Poll: no opposition – Consensus reached
o Decision: Consensus reached
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2. Greater Philly (Clarence) Proposed: Give Sherry and Trish authority to open a
checking account now
o Discussion: Dee felt July would be soon enough since there is no money now.
o Decision: Proposal Withdrawn
3. Central Atlantic (Dee) Proposed: wait until July and give Sherry and Trish the
authority to open a checking account.
o Discussion: Sherry: asked that if it’s ok with the group, she and Trish can do
the necessary research to locate a bank that would be available to every region
(BB&T for example) and they would research all the amenities available that we
might need.
Greg: July meeting will be virtual. Will the account be opened prior to July or
after July meeting. – Dee explained the funds wouldn’t be available until after
July so the account wouldn’t be opened until after July. Randy feels the cart is
before the horse. Feels the discussion should wait until July…. We have no
funds right now so the discussion could wait. Randy would rather wait on this
proposal until after July.
Christian asked for Clarity…. Are we proposing approving asking the interim
treasurers to open a checking account in July?
Billy: felt there are complexities involved with opening the account…. The
decision might need to be voting on whether or not we want the interim treasurer
in July. The outline covers the whole issue. Opening the account is just a part of
the recommendation.
o Decision: Not enough support to move forward right now. Proposal fails.
Billy asked can the body just make the decision on just that part of the proposal in July?
Body thanked the task team: and regions will look at the proposals and send input and
the workgroup can bring this back in July for further discussion.
Sherry asked that the documents be presented as separate documents so that pieces
can be approved and there can be more financial accountability within this body.
•

Training and Mentoring - tabled for now….

•

Open Forum –

PR Week…. Clarence – Free State and C&P are collaborating with a joint effort PR Day on
the 5th. Go to Freestatena.org for the flyer - Trish wants to maybe do something as a zone
maybe next year.
Kim brought up Best Practices… how is everyone handling groups that want to (re)open
meetings and not necessarily follow safety protocols. –
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Feedback given:
• Northern New England Region has a document with safety protocols for NA groups
– (see attachment)
• Sherry shared we are powerless and can’t force the groups to do anything. We
share information and hope for the best.
• Billy says his Region is using a 9th tradition approach: Disseminating the info from
World’s Memo on Covid-19 and remaining out of the fray.
Craig and Merle will be on zonal meeting later this month and asked for input from
everyone regarding ways everyone has been carrying the message and dealing with the
Covid-19 Pandemic.
Sherry revisited PR Week topic: wanted to mention Southeast Zonal Forum – PR Week….
Perhaps we can use the way they are doing it… look at their agenda and maybe we can
create a template for the future… or perhaps collaborate with another zone to be able to
have a PR Week like Southeast Zonal Forum.
•

Future Agenda Items/ Prioritize

Next Meeting (normally a F2F): July 26th 10am-2pm with a 30-minute lunch break. This will
be a one day zoom meeting (instead of our usual 2 day due to COVID-19). C&P will host in
January so this meeting will be treated like a regular teleconference meeting. Consensus
reached.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BDTT updates/recommendations
Planning January Event
WSC discussion
Submitting virtual. Meeting of Zones report from Merle and Craig
Training and Mentoring
Regional Reports
Open Forum/Best Practices

Kim will send Northern New England’s suggested protocols for opening meetings (see
attached)
9:24 pm meeting closed
Upcoming F2F AZF Schedule
•
•
•

January 30, 2021/ Chesapeake and Potomac
July 31, 2021/ Eastern PA
January 29, 2022/ Free State
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AZF Workgroup Summary and Recommendations
Workgroup members: Sherry RDA2 CAR, Trish RD FSR, and Billy RD GPR
Mandate
To develop guidelines for a permanent Treasurer position at the AZF and to explore a Budgeting
structure that can address our current needs as well as carry us into the future as the AZF grows, for our
member Region’s consideration.

Summary and Recommendations
Treasurer: We developed a Treasurer Duties and Responsibilities outline based on experience from
other Zones that also suits our level of development, while taking into consideration our current
resource limitations. The Duties and Responsibilities, along with all the things you would expect, also
includes recommendations on how to handle Travel/Housing costs, and Per Diem for the Treasurer. We
are also recommending that these guidelines be incorporated into the Responsibilities of the Facilitator
and Secretary. A system of accountability is highlighted in the Duties and here are some of the major
recommendations we are making for all three positions:
-

Trusted Servants attend all 2-day events.
Hotel costs will only be reimbursed if Trusted Servant lives more than 25 miles from event.
Housing Reimbursement is based on sharing a room for two nights (we understand that there
are exceptions to this based on gender and availability)
The Per Diem for all three positions will be $35/day
Travel costs will be reimbursed on an Actual Expensive Incurred basis. Receipts are needed for
gas, tolls, etc..

Recommendation
Because it will take at least 6 months to receive resumes, review, and vote on a new Treasurer we are
recommending that two members of this workgroup act as interim Treasurer- Sherry and Trisha.
Because they are both being funded as part of their Regional teams there would be no extra cost to the
AZF. Their job would be to set up the structure for an incoming Treasurer and to start the Fund Flows
from our Regions to cover current costs.

Budget Structuring and Goals: We looked at different models that other Zones are using and took the
best parts that we felt would work for us. Funding for our Zone has to recognize that all Regions are not
created equal and we wanted to develop a Fund Flow goal that understands there is a need for
flexibility. A major concept change and recommendation we are making is that the Zone starts to pay for
its events itself through Regional funding. We also want to recommend that the Zone starts to explore
fund generation on its own. Some of the things we discussed are Merchandizing, Event Ticketing, etc..
We see Budget Planning as a phased process with targets as follows;
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Phase One- Set up Treasurer position in preparation for it being filled. Get current needs met, i.e.
reimbursements for Facilitator and Secretary. Implementing accountability and timely payment to these
Trusted Servants. The current system is full of holes and is unfair to those two. We can continue with
the current practice of each Region funding the Zone $250/yr but start to discuss with our Regions a
greater commitment to the Zone. We would like to recommend a target of $1,500/yr per Region to meet
our evolution vision. This will cover an expense of roughly $2,000 per Zonal Event(Regions are free to
add any additional funds they want at their discretion) twice a year and all of the other expenses listed in
the Budget Document attached. This is a lofty goal but we feel this is the next step for our Zones growth.
We discussed that each Region will have it’s own manner of reaching or exceeding this target. One
Region said it was better for them to have a fixed number and one Region said they would work better
with a Regional Budget formula – Region donating 50% of all funds after their yearly expenses are paid.
We realize this will take further discussion and will be flexible. Timeline- the next 6 months.
Phase Two- Newly elected Treasurer takes over duties from interim team. We start to build our Funds
Flow. Once we feel that there is some consistency with funding we will make a decision as a body to
start the Zone paying for the events. Perhaps it could be when a 50% yearly expenses goal is met? This
will be the most flexible part of our vision. It may take a while for the member Regions to develop their
larger commitment to the Zone. Therefore, the Timeline for this we project to be between 6 months and
18 months. During this time we suggest experimenting with Merchandizing, Food sales, ticketing, etc.,
to see what works as other sources of self-funding.
Phase Three- Once this structure is in place this concept is flexible and scalable, meaning it won’t have
to change as we get bigger and bigger, just the numbers will. Our intention was to set this up so we
won’t have to reinvent the wheel every time we change or expand, something this Zone has suffered
from, LOL. We can envision this Budget concept giving us the ability and flexibility to grow as we want
for the next 10 years.
In Loving Service,
Sherry, Trisha, and Billy
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SPAD update from Rob U
288

Requested: Drafts TOTAL TO DATE

Date Start

Date Due

Closed

48
77
32
78
25
28
0
0

Requested: Drafts R1
Requested: Drafts R2
Requested: Drafts R3
Requested: Drafts R4
Requested: Drafts R5
Requested: Drafts R6
Requested: Drafts R7
Requested: Drafts R8

9/1/2018
12/1/2018
4/1/2019
6/1/2019
1/1/2020
3/1/2020
7/1/2020

11/30/2018
3/1/2019
5/30/2019
10/1/2019
2/29/2020
6/30/2020

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

153

Requested: R&I - TOTAL TO DATE

Date Start

Date Due

Closed

48
45
60
0
0
0

Requested: Review & Input R1
Requested: Review & Input R2
Requested: Review & Input R3
Requested: Review & Input R4
Requested: Review & Input R5
Requested: Review & Input R6

6/1/2019
11/7/2019
4/1/2020

9/1/2019
3/1/2020
8/10/2020

YES
YES

366

TARGET: WSC APPROVAL 2022
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